[Study on the infrared spectra and raman spectra of steel rusty layer with atmospheric corrosion].
In the present study two methods, infrared and Raman spectral analyses, were used to measure the rusty layer of samples with atmospheric corrosion from Qingdao. The main component rust phase of the rusty layer was observed, showing that the relative content of the rust phase varies with the change in corrosion time. The main component rust phases of the rusty layer were found to be alpha-Fe2O3 , gamma-FeOOH, alpha-FeOOH, delta-FeOOH and Fe3O4, with the relative content of each rust phase of A3 (1) rusty layer sample exhibiting the following relation: gamma-FeOOH> alpha-FeOOH>delta-FeOOH, and the relative contents of other rusty layer samples were found to follow the relation: gamma-FeOOH> delta-FeOOH>alpha-FeOOH.